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diffc.rcut initial preparation procedures. In particular, setting
p(x)j(x), i.e. ?‘(x,!0)m?(&)(’) the process generated
from the non—iviarkovian dynamics (2.7) is not stationary.
Moreover initial correlation functions given by the equation
C(x(4)) (x(o))) f (x) (x(k))I (X(O))4(X)>th( (2.17)
are not to be identified with the stationary correlation
functions given by
<s((m ?(x0n>5 = ZCx(t4s)).kx(s))) (2.18)
These equal the initial correlation functions generated with
pr-(x) es determined by the stationary preparation scheme of
eq.(2.15). With the correlation free preparation, (2.18) is
obtained in the limit of long times only, s.-pW • This possible
pitfall in the abuse of approximative Fokker—Planck schemes has
been recently discussed by the Barcelona groupI24 from a
4.
different point of view. We recast such remark in an alternative
language because we think it important to persuade the reader out
of the erroneous feeling26 that preparation is irrelevant to
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correlation time t • The influence of the infinite many seriez
with terms , m n, n>l, (not a single series!) together
with the influence of higher order Kramers—Moyal moments
n>2, likely will yield renornialized first and second
Krsmers-Moyal momcnts with a different small relaxation
behaviour. The approximation in (3.7), (3.9) has been checked in
special casesli4l (transformations of Gaussian processes) and
also in refs.15 and 20 by use of numerical and analoguc
simulations respectively. The approximation yields satisfactory
results for quantities like stationary moments, location of
raaxima, ctc.114,151, very much like the truncated Kramors—Moyai.
Fokker-P)anck approximation to a master equation can yield
saticf&ctory results despite the face that (x) is not exact.
A physical quantity which sensitively probes the form of the
stationary probability (x), in particular in the region where
j3(x) is very small, is the escape rate. By use of a transport
theory approachll2,281 to the master equation dynamics in (3.1),
the Arrehnius factor of the rate is solelj determined by the
leading order of the stationary probabilityj12,28,29, i.e.
details of the jump—statistics and boundary conditions reflect
themselves only in the prefactor and not in the Arrehnius factor
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cc,e not xhb I .. a correla ion time depcndencc in firs order in
T . Based on Ihe SRTFPA in (3.2) and ref,16, the Barcelona
group construe s an approiratiori for the a bstionary probabili y
of (3.2) of the IormIl5I
-c pct) 0 c)
(4.6)
p(x) is the white noise staLionary probabilify p(x),





By ose of their reuit in (2.23) of ref,157 one obtains in our
case (2.7)








for (x) is not necessarily positive.
a shor b—time approximation in first order,
is now exponent;iatedi5I. This ad hoc1b!






if we tjsc (4.10) seriously, we would obtain an Arrehnius factor
of T givta by
ep o.t,’Z}.Z.DtQ.. exp(_2tR).e$p(W41 )
(4.ti)
In tbL case the Arrehna.us factor does exhibit a aependence or
t , but in the form of a mere prefactor correction, axp(—2at ).
‘rhc. rosu)ts in (4.3), (‘.4) and (4.31) are in clear contrast to o
result fo•1id fur c.yrametric dichotomic aoise whcre the Arrehnius
factor ia’casn with incrcacing coriclaion tinc t 1121. in
view of Uhe absence of a term proportional to t in tha
Are1nius faetors (4.3), (4.4), (4.11) we performed v numerical
simulation for T based on the bistsble flow (2.7). The results
are given in fig.l. In contrast to our forecastings in (4.3),
(4.4) and (4.11) es4 is increasin& with increasing correlation
time t . The increase is proportional to first order in t and
is not dopendent on the small noise parameter D. These results
imply the following conclusions:
(i) Becausc the calculated Arrehnius factors disagree with tize
simulation, the Fckker—Planck approximation schemes in (3.2),
(3.4) canbot be correct in leading order in t if viewed as
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